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Abstract Vector orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (V-OFDM) is a general system that builds a
bridge between OFDM and single-carrier frequency domain equalization in terms of intersymbol interference
level and receiver complexity. In this paper, we focus on a rotated V-OFDM system over a broadband sparse
channel owing to its large time delay spread and fewer nonzero taps. In order to collect the multipath diversity,
a simple rotation matrix is designed, independent of the number of subchannels at the transmitter. For the
rotated V-OFDM receiver, a partial intersection sphere decoding with weighted voting method is proposed
by exploiting the sparse nature of the multipath channel. The proposed receiver chooses the transmitted
vector from the set with the maximum likelihood estimation generated using the partial intersection sphere
decoding method. For an extreme case, such as when a candidate set is empty, which usually occurs at a low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), an efficient weighted voting system is used to estimate the transmitted vectors
symbol-by-symbol. Simulation results indicate that the proposed receiver improves the symbol error rate
performance with reduced complexity, especially for low SNR scenarios.
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1

Introduction

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a promising multicarrier transmission scheme, and
it has been widely adopted in broadband wireless communications and radar applications [1–5]. Although
OFDM reduces demodulation complexity at a receiver, it cannot collect the multipath diversity, and
thus, its performance is worse than that of single-carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) [6–
8]. However, SC-FDE suffers from unbalanced complexities between a transmitter and receiver [9, 10].
Therefore, OFDM is more suitable for downlink transmission with high data rate, while SC-FDE can be
applied for uplink transmission that reduces peak-to-average power ratio [2].
Vector orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (V-OFDM) for a single antenna converts an ISI
channel into multiple vector subchannels, where the vector size is a predesigned parameter [11]. On
one hand, V-OFDM reduces either the cyclic prefix (CP) overhead or the inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) size with respect to a single antenna OFDM system. On the other hand, V-OFDM has a lower
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decoding complexity at the receiver compared with SC-FDE. Therefore, V-OFDM is a general system
that builds a bridge between OFDM and SC-FDE. For V-OFDM, an adaptive vector channel allocation
scheme was proposed in [12]. Some key techniques in V-OFDM systems, such as carrier/samplingfrequency synchronization and guard-band configuration, were compared with the conventional OFDM
system [13]. Iterative demodulation and decoding under turbo principle is an efficient way to reduce
the complexity of V-OFDM receiver [14]. Instead of the conventional quasi-static model, V-OFDM
systems over fast fading channels were investigated, and the intercarrier interference between different
vectors were derived [15]. Phase noise impairment in V-OFDM systems was compensated, and the
expectation-maximization algorithm was proposed [16, 17]. A V-OFDM system may not be able to
collect the full multipath diversity for all subchannels with the maximum likelihood (ML) receiver, and
constellation rotated V-OFDM (CRV-OFDM) overcomes this drawback [18–20]. With a certain rotation
of the constellation, all the subchannels can achieve full multipath diversity, and their symbol error rate
(SER) performances are almost the same as those obtained with the ML receiver. It should be noted
that in [21], it was shown that the linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) receiver can perform a
tradeoff between multipath diversity and decoding complexity.
This study focuses on a rotated V-OFDM system, which is a special type of CRV-OFDM, over a
broadband sparse channel owing to its large time delay spread and fewer nonzero taps [22, 23]. For
a sparse multipath channel, most entries in a blocked channel matrix of rotated V-OFDM are zero
and the nonzero entries are regularly placed. Thus, sparse nonzero entries can be extracted efficiently
and possible symbol sequences lying in a sphere can be searched, which can significantly reduce the
complexity of rotated V-OFDM over an entire channel. Based on the above idea, a partial intersection
sphere decoding with weighted voting (PIS-WV) method is proposed for a rotated V-OFDM system.
Unlike the ML decoding method that requires the enumeration of symbol constellation, the proposed
PIS-WV receiver chooses the transmitted vector only from the set of candidate vectors generated by the
partial intersection sphere (PIS) decoding method with the minimum distance. For an extreme case,
such as when a candidate set is empty, which usually occurs at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the
weighted voting system is used to estimate the transmitted symbols with the knowledge of PIS decoding.
The proposed PIS-WV decoding method can achieve a good symbol error rate (SER) performance with
reduced complexity, especially for low SNR scenarios.

2

System model

A rotated V-OFDM system is a generalization of an OFDM system where scalar sequences are vectorized
and multiplied by a rotation angle. As shown in Figure 1, we first introduce the rotated V-OFDM system
for a single transmission antenna. In general, symbol sequences in a V-OFDM system are processed
block-by-block, which is similar to a conventional OFDM system, except that the V-OFDM system
further divides each block into several vectors.
T
In a V-OFDM system, N modulated symbols X = [X0 , X1 , . . . , XN −1 ] are blocked into L column
vectors with size of M , where (·)T denotes the transpose. It is assumed that the average power is

normalized, i.e., E Xn2 = 1, n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, where E{·} represents mathematical expectation. Xl
is denoted as the lth transmitted vector in X, i.e.,
T

Xl = [XlM , XlM+1 , . . . , XlM+M−1 ] ,

l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1.

(1)

In order to collect multipath diversity, Xl needs to be specifically rotated [18], and a few optimal
angles for diagonal cyclotomic space-time codes derived in [24] can be applied. As the proposed PIS-WV
decoding method can be directly adopted for any rotated V-OFDM system with full diversity, in this
study, a simple rotation matrix is designed, independent of the number of subchannels, such that all the
fl = ΦM Xl , where
transmitted vectors are passed through the same rotation matrix in parallel, i.e, X
n
o
π
π
ΦM = diag 1, e−j N , . . . , e−j N (M−1) .
(2)
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The block diagram of a rotated V-OFDM modulation system.

As we will see in the simulations later, with the proposed parallel rotation, all L subchannels can
collect full diversity with the proposed PIS-WV decoding method, and the difference in performance
ek =
between the rotation in [18] and the designed simple rotation in (2) is small. Furthermore, x
T
fl , i.e.,
[e
xkM , x
ekM+1 , . . . , x
ekM+M−1 ] is the normalized component-wise vector L-point IFFT of X
L−1
1 X f j 2π kl
ek = √
x
Xl e L ,
L l=0

k = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1.

(3)

 T T
T
e= x
e0 , x
e1 , . . . , x
eT
After parallel to serial (P/S) conversion, the transmitted symbol sequence x
.
L−1
Γ is denoted as the length of CP, and it should not be shorter than the maximum multipath excess delay
of frequency selective fading channel. After inserting CP, the symbol sequence is transmitted serially
through the channel arranged with the order [e
xN −Γ , x
eN −Γ +1 , . . . , x
eN −1 , x
e0 , x
e1 , . . . , x
eN −1 ]T .
At the receiver, an inverse process to the transmitter is performed accordingly. After removing CP, the
T
received sequence ye = [e
y0 , ye1 , . . . , yeN −1 ] is equal to the circular convolution of the transmitted sequence
and the channel impulse response h with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) ξ, i.e.,
yen = x
en ⊛ hn + ξn ,

n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

(4)
T

where ⊛ denotes circular convolution, the channel impulse response h = [h0 , h1 , . . . , hP ] with the maximum multipath excess delay P , the noise sequence ξ = [ξ0 , ξ1 , . . . , ξN −1 ]T is independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.), whose entry follows complex Gaussian distribution, i.e., ξn ∼ CN 0, σ 2 . The received

T
T
sequence ye is blocked into L column vector ye0T , ye1T , . . . , yeL−1
, where the kth vector in ye is represented
T
e
by yk = [e
ykM , yekM+1 , . . . , yekM+M−1 ] .
Then, Yel is denoted as the normalized L-point component-wise vector FFT of yek , i.e.,
L−1
2π
1 X
Yel = √
yek e−j L kl ,
L k=0

l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1.

(5)

H e
Finally, L column vectors Yel are passed through a derotation matrix ΦH
M in parallel, i.e., Yl = ΦM Yl ,
H
where (·) denotes the conjugate transpose. The lth received symbol sequence in Y is represented by
T
Yl = [YlM , YlM+1 , . . . , YlM+M−1 ] . According to [11], the relationship between the lth transmitted vector
Xl and received vector Yl can be derived as

Yl = H l X l + Ξ l ,

l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1,

(6)
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where Hl is an M × M block channel matrix, i.e.,

2π
1
Hl,0 e−j L (l− 2 ) Hl,M−1

 Hl,1
Hl,0

 .
..
Hl = 
.
 ..

Hl,M−2
Hl,M−3

Hl,M−1
Hl,M−2

···

2π

1

e−j L (l− 2 ) Hl,1







,


1
2π
−j L (l− 2 )
Hl,M−1 
··· e

···
Hl,0
···
..
.

2π

1

e−j L (l− 2 ) Hl,2
..
.

(7)

P
2π
m
where Hl,m = k hkM+m e−j L (kl+ 2M ) , m = 0, 1, . . . , M −1, and the additive noise Ξl is an i.i.d. complex
Gaussian sequence with the same distribution as ξl . Mathematically, Hl is a quasi-cyclic matrix (also
called pseudo-circulant polynomial matrix), where each entry of the upper triangular part (not including
the diagonal) of the circulant matrix is multiplied by a scaled factor, and can be diagonalized as
H H
Hl = Φ H
M Λl FM Hl FM Λl ΦM ,

(8)


T
where Hl = diag Hl , Hl+L , . . . , Hl+(M−1)L and H = [H0 , H1 , . . . , HN −1 ] is the N -point FFT of zero
padded h, FM denotes the M × M normalized discrete Fourier transform matrix, and Λl is a diagonal

2π
2π
matrix defined as diag 1, e−j N l , . . . , e−j N (M−1)l .

3

Partial intersection sphere decoding with weighted voting

For a broadband rotated V-OFDM system, a sparse multipath channel h is assumed to have only K
nonzero taps with the maximum multipath excess delay P , which is known at the receiver. In order
to solve the optimal symbol vector Xl in (6) with the minimum Euclidean distance, the conventional
ML receiver needs to enumerate the symbol vector constellation XM ; then, the decoding complexity is
exponential to the vector size M . Sphere decoding is a well-known technique to solve the closest lattice
point problem, especially for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [25, 26]. The basic idea of
sphere decoding is computing the QR-decomposition Hl = QR, where Q is a unitary matrix and R is
an upper triangular matrix with positive real-valued entries on its main diagonal [27, 28]. By performing
depth-first tree search and pruning, sphere decoding can asymptotically achieve the optimal ML decoding
performance with reduced complexity [29, 30].
Motivated by the special structure of the pseudo-circulant channel matrix Hl , we are devoted toward
developing an efficient receiver by exploiting the sparse nature of the multipath channel, which does not
require the computation of QR-decomposition. Therefore, unlike the sphere decoding method that can
be applied to both MIMO and V-OFDM systems, the proposed receiver can only facilitate a V-OFDM
system over sparse multipath channel.
Denote J as the set of time delays of K nonzero taps in a sparse multipath channel h, i.e.,

J = j j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , P }, hj 6= 0 .
(9)
Then, the cardinality of the set J is equal to K, i.e., |J | = K. Considering the special structure of the
blocked channel matrix Hl , denote I as the remainder set of multipath delays modulo vector size M , i.e.,

I = i ∀j ∈ J , i = j mod M .
(10)

Denote κ as the cardinality of the remainder set I, i.e., κ = |I|. It should be noted that Hl is featured
by a pseudo-circulant matrix (7) where the number of nonzero entries in each row is equal to κ. As K is
small, κ is small as well. Suppose i0 , i1 , . . . , iκ−1 are the κ entries in I arranged in an ascending order
0 6 i0 < i1 < · · · < iκ−1 6 M − 1. If K is much less than M when M is large, as in this study, it is
not difficult to check that the pseudo-circulant matrix Hl is sparse. Furthermore, most entries in Hl
are zero and the nonzero entries are regularly placed, i.e., for the mth row, only the (m − i0 ) mod M th,
(m − i1 ) mod M th, . . . , and (m − iκ−1 ) mod M th columns are nonzero entries.
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Notations in partial intersection sphere decoding with weighted voting algorithm

Definition

Notation

Definition

J

The set of time delays of K nonzero taps in a
sparse multipath channel h

I

The remainder set of multipath delays modulo
vector size M

Hm
l

The 1 × κ vector extracted from the mth
row and the (m − i0 ) mod M th, (m − i1 ) mod
M th, . . . , (m − iκ−1 ) mod M th columns of Hl

Sm

The set of κ-dimensional symbol sequences S
inside a certain sphere around the mth received signal in Yl

Um

The set of existing coordinates of the nonzero
entries in the first m − 1 rows of Hl

Vm

The set of current coordinates of the nonzero
entries in the mth row of Hl

Wm

The intersection of the existing nonzero coordinates set U m and the current nonzero coordinates set V m

XM

The set of candidate vectors that the estimation of the transmitted vector Xl would be
chosen from

XSm

The set of symbol sequence in the mth iteration for a given current κ-dimensional S ∈ S m

Xm

The set of entire symbol sequence in the mth
iteration

Based on the above observation, the κ nonzero entries in each row of Hl can be efficiently extracted,
and all possible κ-dimensional symbol sequences can be searched inside a certain hypersphere around the
received signal. Thus, the complexity of searching such possible sequences is exponential to the number
of nonzero entries in each row of Hl , which is equal to κ and much less than M . After searching the
overall M rows, we can generate a set X M of candidate vectors satisfying all M rows, and then choose
the transmitted vector from the set X M with the maximum likelihood estimation.
If the set X M is empty, which usually occurs at low SNR scenarios, a weighted voting system is
used to estimate the transmitted vector symbol-by-symbol. The idea of weighted voting is to choose
the transmitted vector from the candidate symbols based on the votes they can receive, while each vote
should be weighted by the total number of symbol sequences lying in the sphere.
The proposed partial intersection sphere decoding with weighted voting (PIS-WV) method is illustrated
in Algorithm 1 and described below in detail. Here, partial intersection means the intersection of the
existing and the current nonzero coordinate sets. In each iteration, the proposed PIS decoding method
only needs to compare the current symbol sequences corresponding to the coordinates belonging to the
partial intersection with the existing ones. To facilitate reading, we have listed the notations of the sets
addressed in the PIS-WV decoding method in Table 1. For initialization, the set of existing coordinates
of the nonzero entries U 0 and the set of entire symbol sequences X 0 are empty sets, respectively. For
each symbol, the initial weighted votes of all candidates X ∈ X are set to 0. In the mth iteration with
0 6 m 6 M − 1, U m and V m are denoted as the sets of existing coordinates of the nonzero entries in the
first m − 1 rows and current coordinates of the nonzero entries in the mth row of the blocked channel
matrix Hl , respectively. Then, the partial intersection W m is defined as the intersection of the existing
T
nonzero coordinates set U m and the current nonzero coordinates set V m , i.e., W m = U m V m . We
describe the updating process of generating the set X m of possible symbol sequences in the mth iteration
with 0 6 m 6 M − 1 as follows.
(1) Search all possible symbol sequences S = [S0 , S1 , . . . , Sκ−1 ]T , S ∈ Xκ that lie in the sphere radius
r around the received signal YlM+m and generate the set of symbol sequences S m as
n
o
S m = S S ∈ Xκ , YlM+m − Hm
(11)
l S 6 r ,
where X is the constellation of transmitted symbol Xn , YlM+m is the mth entry of the column vector Yl ,
Hm
l is the 1 × κ vector extracted from the mth row and (m − i0 ) mod M th, (m − i1 ) mod M th, . . . ,
(m − iκ−1 ) mod M th columns of Hl , where Hl can be derived from (7).
(2) For each S ∈ S m , construct an injective mapping of coordinates f : ℓ → (m − iℓ ) mod M, ℓ ∈
{0, 1, . . . , κ − 1}. For each symbol sequence X m ∈ X m , where X m is the set of entire symbol sequences
generated from the previous iteration, compare the current symbol sequence S for the coordinates belonging to the partial intersection W m with the existing symbol sequence X m . If Xwm = Sf −1 (w) holds
for all w ∈ W m , where Xwm stands for the wth entry in X m , then X m is inserted into the set of symbol
sequences XSm . Insert the symbols whose coordinates belong to the complement of the partial intersection
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Algorithm 1 Partial intersection sphere decoding with weighted voting
Input: Y , h, L, M, P, r
c
Output: X
1: Initialization: U 0 ← ∅, X 0 ← ∅, β ← 0;
2: for l ← 0, 1, . . . , L − 1 do
3:
for m ← 0, 1, . . . , M − 1 do
4:
YlM +m is the mth entry of column vector Yl ;
5:
Hm
l is the 1 × κ vector aligned as the mth row and the (m − i0 ) mod M th, (m − i1 ) mod M th, . . . , (m − iκ−1 ) mod
M th columns of Hl ;
6:
Generate a set of κ-dimensional symbol sequences: S m ← {S S ∈ Xκ , YlM +m − Hm
l S 6 r};

m
7:
Generate a set of current coordinates of nonzero entries: V ← v ∀i ∈ I, v ← (m − i) mod M ;
T
8:
Generate a intersection of the existing and current nonzero coordinates sets: W m ← U m V m ;
9:
Construct an injective mapping of coordinates: f : ℓ → (m − iℓ ) mod M, ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , κ − 1};
10:
for all S ∈ S m do
11:
Generate a set of symbol sequences for a given current S ∈ S m :

m+1
XSm+1 ← X m+1 X m ∈ X m , ∀w ∈ W m , Xw
= Sf −1 (w) ; ∀ν ∈ ∁V m W m , Xνm+1 ← Sf −1 (ν) ;
m
m
m
12:
The candidate receives one vote: βlM
(S
−1
f
(v) ) ← βlM +v (Sf −1 (v) ) + 1, v ∈ V ;
+v
13:
end for
S
14:
Generate a set of entire symbol sequences for all S ∈ S m : X m+1 ← S∈S m XSm+1 ;
S m
m+1
m
15:
Update the existing nonzero coordinates set: U
←U
V ;
16:
end for
17:
if X M = ∅ then
m
PM −1 βlM
+k (X)
blM +k ← arg max
18:
Weighted voting decision symbol-by-symbol: X
, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,
X∈X
m=0
|S m |
M − 1};
19:
else
M
cl ← arg min M
;
20:
Maximum likelihood estimation from candidate set: X
Xl ∈X M Yl − Hl Xl
2
21:
end if
22: end for
c
23: return X.

W m to each symbol sequence X m and construct X m+1 . Then, the set XSm+1 is updated accordingly.
For each v ∈ V m , the candidate Sf −1 (v) corresponding to the vth entries of symbol vector receives one
m
m
vote, i.e., βlM+v
(Sf −1 (v) ) = βlM+v
(Sf −1 (v) ) + 1.
(3) Repeat Step (2) by enumerating all S ∈ S m . Then, the set of entire symbol sequences X m+1 is
S
obtained by the union of all XSm+1 . U m+1 is updated to U m V m as the existing nonzero coordinates
set for the next iteration.
After M iterations, the set of candidate vectors
X M can be ultimately obtained. For the candidate
m
PM−1 βlM
(X)
X ∈ X, define the weighted votes as m=0 |S+k
, where |S m | is the total number of symbol sequences
m|
m
lying in the sphere radius r and βlM+k (X) denotes the number of the votes of the candidate X in the
mth iteration. If the candidate set X M is empty, the weighted voting system estimates the transmitted
vector symbol-by-symbol with the most weighted votes. Otherwise, it chooses the transmitted vector
XlM ∈ X M with the minimum ℓ2 distance of Yl − Hl XlM 2 .
It should be emphasized that the PIS decoding method cannot estimate the transmitted vectors when
there are no lattice points inside the sphere, i.e., X M = ∅, while the proposed receiver can estimate the
transmitted vector with the most weighted votes symbol-by-symbol, and thus, can perform an efficient
decoding with the knowledge of the sets S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S M−1 of the symbol sequences, which have been
obtained through PIS decoding. It should be noted that weighted voting can be regarded as a normalization of different candidate symbols, which guarantees S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S M−1 to make the same contribution
to decision.
For a better understanding, we provide a simple example of sparse rotated V-OFDM system with
vector size M = 4 and the remainder set I = {0, 3}. It should be noted that although the channel
blocked matrix Hl in Figure 2 may not be very sparse, it is straightforward to illustrate the updating
process of the PIS-WV decoding method. Assume that the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated
symbol vector Xl = [+1; +1; −1; +1] is transmitted through the channel. As the received signals are
interfered by noise, after 4 iterations in Algorithm 1, the set of candidate vectors has two elements, i.e.,
X 4 = {[+1; +1; −1; +1] , [−1; +1; −1; +1]}. Then, the receiver chooses one element with the minimum ℓ2
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(Color online) Example of the updating process of the partial intersection sphere decoding method.

Figure 3

(Color online) Example of the weighted voting system for strong noise scenarios.

cl = [+1; +1; −1; +1]. When the received signals are interfered with strong noise,
distance and obtains X
however, the updating process may generate an empty set of candidate vectors, i.e., X 4 = ∅, as shown
in Figure 3. In this case, based on the knowledge of S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , the weighted voting system can still
make a correct decision on the transmitted vector with the most weighted votes symbol-by-symbol.
It is worth noting that although the PIS-WV decoding method eventually recovers the transmitted
c as illustrated in Algorithm 1, the intermediate information can be extended to soft-decision
vectors X,
decoding which is more robust to noise. On one hand, once the set X M of candidate vectors is generated,
the PIS decoding method computes the Euclidean distances Yl −Hl XlM 2 for all XlM ∈ X M . Instead of
choosing the transmitted vector from the set X M with the minimum distance, for soft-decision decoding,
all the X M Euclidean metrics are kept as a measurement of the probabilities for the transmitted vector.
On the other hand, for an extreme case, such as when a candidate set is empty, i.e., X M = ∅, the
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weighted voting system counts the received votes for each candidate symbol. Soft-decision decoding does
not decide which candidate symbol receives the most weighted votes, but collects the number of weighted
votes as an inclination of the transmitted symbol.

4

Complexity analysis

In this section, we focus on the computational complexity of the proposed PIS-WV decoding method.
As is well known, for either sparse or non-sparse channels over a rotated V-OFDM system, the complexities with respect to complex multiplication operation of MMSE decoding and ML decoding are always
O(LM log M + LM Q) and O(LM 2 QM ), respectively, where Q stands for the modulation order. For a
sparse channel, the complexity of searching possible sequences is only exponential to κ and much less than
M . The PIS decoding method needs κLM Qκ complex multiplication operations in addition to necessary
comparison operations varying from κLM to κLM QM dependent on the sphere radius r. As the sets
of symbol sequences S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S M−1 have been obtained through PIS decoding, weighted voting only
P
m
κ
involves M−1
m=0 κL |S | integer additions for the count of votes, which is always less than κLM Q complex multiplication operations executed in PIS decoding. For the decision made by maximum likelihood
(X M =
6 ∅) and weighted voting (X M = ∅), there are κ X M complex multiplication operations and
M X M real addition operations involved, respectively.
For a given rotated V-OFDM system that the number of subchannels L and the vector size M are fixed,
then the complexity of the proposed PIS-WV decoding varies with the random parameter κ. Recall that
κ is the cardinality of the remainder set of multipath time delay modulo vector size. When the maximum
multipath excess delay P of sparse channel is sufficiently large, the remainders of the nonzero coordinates
modulo M are roughly uniformly distributed at the coordinates 0, 1, . . . , M − 1. Through mathematical
induction, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For any given number K of nonzero taps and vector size M , when the maximum time
delay P is sufficiently large, the probability mass function of κ approximates to
 K
 
κ 
X
M
κ
i
κ−i
P (κ) =
(−1)
, κ = 1, 2, . . . , min {K, M } ,
κ
i
M
i=1
where the binomial coefficients

M
κ



=

M!
κ!(M−κ)!

and



κ
i

=

κ!
i!(κ−i)! ,

(12)

respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 show the probability mass function of κ for different parameters K and M , respectively.
In general, with an increases in the number K of nonzero taps and vector size M , the curves of the
probability mass function of κ move toward the right hand side direction. On one hand, an increase in
the number of nonzero taps K implies an increase in the number of remainder coordinates after taking
modulo vector size M with higher probability. On the other hand, for K randomly distributed nonzero
coordinates, an increase in vector M implies an increase in candidate remainder coordinates after taking
modulo M . As we will see in simulations later, the parameter κ not only has a direct relevance to the
decoding complexity, but it also determines the diversity order of PIS-WV decoding over the rotated
V-OFDM system.
As the comparison operations cannot be ignored when computing the complexity of PIS-WV decoding,
we further investigate the relationship between comparison operations and sphere radius r. S†m is denoted
as the correct κ-dimensional symbol sequence corresponding to the transmitted symbols, i.e., S†m =

T
XlM+(m−i0 ) mod M , XlM+(m−i1 ) mod M , . . . , XlM+(m−iκ−1 ) mod M . Accordingly, the minimum distance
m
m
m
dm
min among all the lattices points in the mth iteration is defined as minS∈Xκ ,S6=S† Hl (S − S† ) . Then,
we have
m
m m
m
YlM+m − Hm
l S = Hl (S − S† ) − (YlM+m − Hl S† )
m m
m
> Hm
l (S − S† ) − YlM+m − Hl S†
m m
> dm
min − YlM+m − Hl S† .

(13)
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Figure 4 (Color online) Comparison of probability mass
function of κ with K = 16 and M = 8, 16, 32, 64, respectively.
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Figure 5 (Color online) Comparison of probability mass
function of κ with M = 16 and K = 2, 4, 8, 16, respectively.

All types of operations involved in sphere decoding and PIS-WV decoding for sufficiently high SNR

Table 2

Decoding method QR-decomposition Complex multiplication Complex comparison Real addition Integer addition
Sphere decoding

2LM 3

2LM 2

4LM

2LM 2

PIS-WV decoding

–

κLM Qκ

κLM

M XM

PM −1
m=0

–
κL |S m |

For a given channel h and complex Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 , if dm
min > r, we can further derive
that for any S ∈ Xκ with S =
6 S†m ,
Pr



YlM+m − Hm
l S 6 r 6 Pr



−
m
YlM+m − Hm
> dm
l S†
min − r = e

2
(dm
min −r)
σ2

.

(14)


YlM+m
Therefore, when the SNR is sufficiently high, by choosing the sphere radius r 6 minm dm
min , Pr

m m
−Hm
S
6
r
approaches
0
for
all
m
=
0,
1,
.
.
.
,
M
−1.
It
should
be
noted
that
if
Pr
Y
−H
6
lM+m
l
l S†
2

2

r = 1 − e−(r /σ ) , then the set S m always has only one element S†m for high SNR scenarios. In this case,
only κ symbols needs to be compared in each iteration, and the total complexity with respect to complex
comparison operations can be significantly reduced to κLM . When the SNR is sufficiently high, Table 2
compares all types of operations involved in sphere decoding and PIS-WV decoding for a sufficiently high
SNR. As a comparison operation and an addition operation are much faster than a complex multiplication
operation, the total complexity of PIS-WV decoding can be expressed as O(κLM Qκ ).
In practice, latency and throughput are two key parameters for choosing a parallel and pipeline design
for symbol decoding. Processing latency is measured by the elapsed time from the beginning when the
signal is received to the end when the decoding is completed. The time flow of PIS-WV decoding is shown
in Figure 6. With parallel computing, the symbol decoding of different subchannels can be performed
simultaneously. Without loss of generality, we take the lth subchannel as an example. Considering the
dependency of process elements, it is found that the set X M of candidate vectors and the weighted votes
β are only dependent on the sets S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S M−1 of κ-dimensional symbol sequences. In other words,
weighted voting can be performed in parallel with the update process of the set X M ; thus, the weighted
voting system does not increase additional processing latency compared with PIS-only decoding. On
the other hand, the processing throughput is proportional to the number of subchannels, but inversely
proportional to the latency of the processing element with the highest latency, which is also known as the
critical element. The critical element for PIS-WV decoding is to generate the set S m of κ-dimensional
symbol sequences.
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Time flow of PIS-WV decoding for rotated V-OFDM system. The lth subchannel is taken as an example.

Numerical results

In the broadband rotated V-OFDM system, a sparse multipath channel h is modeled as K i.i.d. complex
Gaussian distributed nonzero taps hj ∼ CN (0, 1) , j ∈ J , randomly distributed within the maximum
multipath excess delay P . The symbol sequence is interfered by AWGN and the transmitted SNR
ρ = σ12 . The phase-shift keying (PSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) are considered in
the rotated V-OFDM modulation. We first compare the SERs of different constellation rotations. Then,
an example of 3 different channels with deterministic multipath delays is provided to show the diversity
order. Furthermore, the proposed PIS-WV decoding method is compared with the conventional ML,
zero-forcing (ZF), MMSE, and sphere decoding (SD) methods for a rotated V-OFDM system. Finally,
we investigate the decoding complexities for different receivers and their relations to SNR.
Figure 7 shows the SERs of BPSK/QPSK modulated V-OFDM systems with different constellation
rotations. Suppose K = 4, L = 4, M = 8, P = 15, r = 1. We consider V-OFDM systems without
rotation, with the rotation suggested in [18], and the proposed parallel rotation, respectively. It can
be seen that the rotated V-OFDM outperforms the conventional V-OFDM system, which implies that
all the subchannels in rotated V-OFDM can collect full multipath diversity. Furthermore, the SER of
the proposed rotation is comparable to the rotation suggested in [18], where the constellation in each
subchannel needs to be specifically designed and rotated, whereas the proposed rotation reduces the
hardware complexity, as all transmitted vectors are parallel through the same rotation matrix.
In Figure 8, in order to clarify the overlapping of the multipath coordinates after modulo vector size,
we adopt the power delay profile model to investigate the diversity orders of 3 different sparse channels
with deterministic multipath delays, i.e., Channel A: JA = {0}, Channel B: JB = {0, 8}, Channel C:
JC = {0, 11}. Suppose L = 32, M = 8, r = 1. Then, the remainder of multipath delays modulo M for
Channel A: IA = {0}, Channel B: IB = {0}, Channel C: IC = {0, 3}. Simulation result indicates that
despite |JB | = |JC |, Channel A and Channel B have the same diversity order, which is different from
Channel C. Thus, the diversity order is determined by the cardinality of remainder multipath delays set
after modulo M , rather than the cardinality of multipath delays set itself.
Figure 9 shows the SERs of different receivers in a rotated V-OFDM system with BPSK modulation.
Suppose K = 4, L = 64, M = 8, P = 15, and the nonzero taps in a sparse channel are randomly
distributed within the maximum multipath excess delay. For fairness of comparison, the sphere radii of
PIS-WV and sphere decoding remain 1. Unlike sphere decoding, which cannot estimate the transmitted
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vector when there are no lattice points inside the sphere, i.e., X M = ∅, the proposed PIS-WV decoding
method estimates the transmitted vector symbol-by-symbol with the most weighted votes. As a result,
PIS-WV decoding outperforms sphere decoding and PIS-only decoding, especially at a low SNR. With
an increase of the SNR, PIS-WV decoding improves the SER performance compared with ZF decoding
and MMSE decoding, and gradually approaches ML decoding. Furthermore, the diversity orders of the
ML and MMSE receivers are equal to 2 (corresponding to the minimum κ), which is in accordance with
the results in [18, 21].
Figure 10 compares the decoding complexities of different receivers in a rotated V-OFDM system with
QSPK and 16QAM modulations. In assembly language, a comparison operation or an addition operation
usually executes 1 instruction cycle, whereas a real multiplication operation executes 4 instruction cycles
or slightly more owing to hardware. We consider all types of operations involved in proposed PISWV decoding, i.e., complex multiplication operations, complex comparison operations, integer addition
operations, and real addition operations. For higher modulation order, by taking advantage of the special
κ
structure of Hl , we can save the results of Hm
l S, ∀S ∈ X , m = i0 , i1 , . . . , iκ−1 when generating the set
of possible symbol sequences such that the complexity can be further reduced. Suppose K = 2, L = 64,
M = 8, P = 15, r = 1, and the nonzero taps in a sparse multipath channel are randomly distributed
within the maximum multipath excess delay. It is shown that the average complexities of sphere decoding,
PIS-only decoding, and PIS-WV decoding increase with SNR as more entries in the set of possible symbol
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sequences are updated with probability in each iteration. For a low SNR, PIS-WV decoding is slightly
more complex than PIS-only decoding, as the weighted voting system needs to be executed with high
probability. Compared with sphere decoding, the proposed PIS-WV decoding method can reduce the
complexity by taking advantage of the sparse nature of a multipath channel.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient PIS-WV decoding method has been proposed for a sparse rotated V-OFDM
system. Unlike ML decoding that requires the enumeration of symbol constellation, the proposed PISWV decoding method chooses the transmitted vector only from the set of candidate vectors with the
ML estimation generated through PIS decoding. For an extreme case, such as when a candidate set is
empty, a weighted voting system is used to estimate the transmitted vector symbol-by-symbol with the
most weighted votes. For a rotated V-OFDM system, the proposed PIS-WV decoding method improves
the SER performance with reduced complexity, especially for low SNR scenarios. It is worth noting that
the PIS-WV decoding can be extended to soft-decision decoding that is more robust to noise.
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